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1m Pedestrian Gate

Provide a secure and convenient entryway 
to your temporary site for all personnel with 
a compatible pedestrian gate, and ensure 

the security of your perimeter 
is always maintained.

Though relatively lightweight, moving fencing panels when 

gaining access to a site isn’t especially convenient. Available 

in either an anti-climb galvanised steel mesh or steel panel, 

this pedestrian gate is a far more effective option, with the 

added security of a sliding bolt that can be fastened in 

place with an appropriate padlock. As with all temporary 

fencing, this product’s emphasis is on ease of deployment 

and storage, it is low-profile and lightweight.

Pedestrian Gate Connected To Heras Fencing Pedestrian Gate On Site

Key Features
n  Compatible with most temporary fencing and hoarding

n  Ideal for construction site access

n  Available in mesh and solid steel

n  Available for hire and purchase

n  Nationwide delivery

n  Easy installation

1m Pedestrian Gate Specification
                     Height    Width     Thickness   Weight

                      2000mm  1151mm  38mm     14.4kg

1151mm

2000mm

Weight 14.4kg
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1m Pedestrian 
Gate In Action

The images to the right show the variety of 
situations which the 1m Pedestrian Gate 

can be implemented. 

Made from weather-resistant galvanised steel, in a choice 

of solid and anti-climb mesh constructions, pedestrian gates  

can be fully customised to enhance visibility and safety. 

This gate is compatible with most temporary fencing and 

hoarding on the market, including our stock of temporary 

fencing and temporary steel hoarding. 

 

Fencing Used At Notting Hill Carnival

Vehicle Gate Used With Water Filled Barriers 

Create Pedestrian Access Points 

Anti-Climb Fencing Protecting Tree Line

1m Pedestrian Gates On Site

Sits In 18kg Feet For Stability 
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Technical Details

1151mm

2000mm

Castor Wheels

Weight 14.4kg
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Installation Parts Please see below pictures and quantities of additional parts you may require with each anti-climb 

pedestrian gate, the parts below are an essential safety requirement when installing the vehicle gate 

correctly.

Qty Min 2: Hi-Vis Thermo-Plastic Feet

Qty 4: Coupler
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21

COMPONENTS YOU WILL NEED 

Qty 1: Spanner

4

Components assembled 


